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welcome to your first look into how coaching can help
you with your career transition.

Trying to transition to a new industry or a new role can
feel challenging but also exciting. But you can also
easily feel at loss about how to get to your dream job.
While there are a lot of actions you can do to help you
accomplish the transition, people often underestimate
the mindset they need to bring to this change, to have
a higher chance of success.

I say this, because I have been there. I transitioned into
other jobs within the same company, while being the
first one to do so - twice. And also switched industries
when changing jobs. And while the actions I took played
an important role, I think my mindset was as much as, if
not an even bigger factor for my success.

My name is Johanna and I am currently a Senior
Product Manager in a SaaS company, so I know how
working in IT can feel like. 

But am also a coach for people who want to thrive in
the IT sector. I helped people get to their new job with
less drama and then thrive even more when they have
it or get unstuck when things do not seem to go their
way.

This guide will give you some basic tools, considerations
and questions to get you started to use your mindset to
help you with the transition.

Try it out, while remembering it is not a one time and
done thing, but a process and a consistent practice.

If you have further questions or want to learn more,
contact me at info@thriveinit.coach or sign up on the
newsletter on https://thriveinit.coach 

Best regards,
Johanna
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Your clear goal & why
Your future
Your present

One main tool we use for mindset work is something I call “Future Career Now”. It will sound simple, which it
is, but it will not necessarily be easy. 

We have been thinking a specific way for a while (without instructions), now we introduce something with
instructions which might feel “foreign” or “too simple”. But like a new exercise routine, when you do it more
often it will feel more familiar over time and you will see the results.

This tool has 3 main element, that we will explain here (worksheet is on the last page):

 
The first part is your clear goal and why.

I see a goal as a direction and guiding light. If you do not know what you want, you have no clear actions to
get there.

I guess I do not need to convince you of having a goal, as a career transition is clearly a goal you have. But
sometimes we feel like writing one sentence down is already enough. For some it might be, but I like to
spend more time here and also remind myself about the goal regularly (daily if possible, but optional).

It is about being specific and understanding where the goal is coming from. So the first ask is to write down
your goal, what is the exact result you want.

And then write down at least 3 reasons why you want the career transition. Here I like to look at, if it is a
push or a pull why. Is the why pushing you away from something (your current job) or pulling you towards
something (the career you want). Try to find 3 pull whys, but if for now you only can think of push why’s keep
it. Overtime work on replacing them with pull why’s.

 
The second step is your future.

This is very connected to the first step but more specific. How does you future look like, after having
achieved your goal. What is different now? How do you feel?

 
Write a paragraph and really imagine how that life would be like. How are your team mates, how does your
workday look like. How do you deal with challenges?

 
What are you thinking about your job? What do you like about your new job? What is still same as your past
job?
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The third step is then your present.
 

Having imagined your dream come true and enjoying it, now comes the key step. Bring that future reality
into your present: into your job, your day to day life and your job interviews and preparation.

When your main objective is to get away from your current job, people feel it and you will not be the most
present and most contributing at your job. But if you can be at your current work like you would want to be
in your new work, then people will see you from a different perspective. The work you do will be better and
other companies will notice that in the way you write your application and it will not feel like you are coming
to an interview desperate. It might sound a bit “woh woh” but if you tried all the actions already, maybe the
mindset shift was exactly what you were missing.

And mindset shift does not mean that you do not do all the actions anymore. Those things work together.

So pick the feelings and thoughts you have about your future job. And see how you can bring this to the
now.

 

This is the Future Career Now method. Try it for the next few days and see how your mindset is shifting.  
In coaching we will dig deeper into the process, but also talk about how to bridge the gap with actions
together with mindset. But you can create the mindset change for yourself already with this tool.

Enjoy your self coaching! 

And would love to hear how it is working for you: info@thriveinit.coach or instagram: thriveinit.coach
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What is your goal?

List at least 3 why’s why you want this? Make them ‘pull’-why’s.
Why not stay? Why not another industry? 

Describe how it will be having achieved your career transition?

What are you thinking about your job/work/colleagues?

How do you feel about your job?

What do you like about your job? What don't you maybe like (and why you still want it)?

What is same as in your current job? What is different?

Goal & Why

Future
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Where we are

TODAY

How can you feel _______ (what you wrote about your future job) about your current job?

How can you think something similar about your current job as you are about your future
job? Write that thought down. (If you have problems with this, start with looking at what you
wrote what will be same in the future as now and how you might think about that part
differently in the future than now.)

How can you apply that thinking and feeling to your job search?

What will you do differently today, because you look differently at your current job? (this
can also be about your job search)

Present

WORKSHEET

What is my goal?

Why do I want it?

When I have it I will feel: 
How will I look intentionally today at my work/things I have to do, from that perspective?

Because of that new perspective, what will I do (differently)?

Daily repetition


